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 CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA
They had found a camera in the tanks. The Ethiopians
had developed and printed the films. The four tanks
together, all crews smiling and young ... the lorry going
forward to its finish at Anale, a sail over the tank which it
carried . . . more smiling sunburnt young men enjoying
the African adventure. . . .
Gabre the chauffeur drove his tank round : he jumped
up and down in his seat for glee as he turned the machine
round by stopping one of its tracks. " Enough/5 rapped
out Farouk, " photograph."
The tanks were lined up stiffly and squarely. Abyssinians
manned them, sitting bolt upright and staring with a
soldier-like vacancy into that part of the great beyond
which started at the end of their noses. This denoted
proficiency. Two Ethiopian guards at either side of the
tanks, grimly at attention, bayonets fixed, represented
conquest. The Ethiopian crowd, already excited by
the tanks in circulation, mobbed them when they came
to rest. Farouk Bey seized the rifle of one of the guards
and rushed the disorderly Ethiopians at the point of the
bayonet. The photographs were taken in comparative
calm.
See them here. The rigidity of the attendant Ethiopians
and the quadrangularity of the mechanised arm are
Farouk's idea of what a military picture should look like.
Outside the frame the Ethiopians were all pushing and
scrapping with each other as a result of Farouk's bayonet
charge. Imagine that, too, if you can.
It was late that night that I spoke to Farouk more
intimately. He came over to Ali Nur's house, into the
little courtyard where the oleander trees grew. We were
eating hard-boiled eggs and Denny's American canned
herbarium, for Denny travelled with all the vegetable
products of the world in tins. Farouk sat down stiffly,
then as suddenly relaxed. . . .
He told us everything.
Farouk managed the commissariat for the Ogaden.
He superintended the distribution of lorries to this place
and that, for the transport of troops, food or ammunition.
Later he trained men in artillery manipulation and fire
discipline.

